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Abstract 

As a sustainability policy in emerging markets, the dual-credit policy was implemented in China 

to reduce corporate average fuel consumption and to promote new energy vehicles (NEVs). Through 

a game theoretic approach, the fuel economy improvement level and the production of traditional 

internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) and NEVs are discussed. Research and development cost 

sharing contracts and ICEV revenue sharing contracts are designed to coordinate conventional 

automotive supply chains. We compare the current and revised dual-credit policy, identify some policy 

flaws and propose amendments. The dual-credit policy does not always help automotive supply chains 

to improve fuel economy, reduce the production of high fuel consumption vehicles, and produce more 

low fuel consumption vehicles and NEVs. The implementation and selection of coordination contracts 

are explored. Both of the above contracts may not be able to coordinate the supply chain, and cost 

sharing contracts may be better than revenue sharing contracts in some cases. Finally, we present some 
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management insights into the response to the dual-credit policy. 

Keywords: Dual-credit policy; Automotive supply chain; Fuel economy; Coordination contract; 

Emerging market. 

1. Introduction 

Over the past 20 years, fuel consumption standards in emerging markets, such as China, South 

Korea, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, and Mexico, have often been higher than those in developed markets, 

such as the European Union and Japan (ICCT, 2017). Higher automotive fuel consumption has brought 

serious environmental problems and energy crises to emerging markets. In China, 6.6 billion tons 

carbon emissions will be generated through road traffic by 2020 (Han et al., 2017), and the oil import 

dependency rate (i.e., the ratio of oil import to total oil consumption) has far exceeded the safety line, 

climbing to 70% (CNPC, 2019). 

However, consumer enthusiasm for low fuel consumption vehicles (LFCVs) and new energy 

vehicles (NEVs) in emerging markets is growing rapidly. Ford's survey of 11 major markets in the 

Asia Pacific region revealed rapid growth in consumer fuel economy preferences, of which nearly 60% 

of mainland Chinese consumers prefer fuel economy over power performance (Ford, 2016). As the 

world's largest electric vehicle market (Crabtree, 2019), China is leading the way in consumer appetites 

for NEVs, which are far greater than in developed markets, such as Europe and the United States 

(OC&C, 2019). 

Recognizing these issues, governments in emerging markets have implemented various 

sustainability policies to reduce fuel consumption of internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) 

(ICCT, 2020) and promote NEVs (Wang et al., 2017; Vidhi and Shrivastava, 2018), which are 
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considered to be conducive to energy transformation and decarbonization in the transportation sector 

(Piacentino et al., 2020). Energy-saving policies are not believed to prevent economic growth in 

emerging markets (Bakirtas and Akpolat, 2018). 

In September 2017, the Chinese government creatively introduced the dual-credit policy (MIIT, 

2017), aiming to facilitate passenger vehicle manufacturers and imported passenger vehicle suppliers 

in China in reducing corporate average fuel consumption (CAFC) and producing more NEVs. On the 

one hand, automakers need to calculate the annual CAFC credits based on the difference between the 

standard value of CAFC set by the government and the actual value of CAFC based on actual 

production. On the other hand, the policy requires automakers to produce a certain percentage of NEV 

every year, and calculate the corresponding NEV credits based on the difference between the actual 

and the required NEV production. Automakers need to report the annual dual-credit situation, and 

conduct credit transactions on the corresponding government platform in the second year. Negative 

NEV credits and negative CAFC credits must be offset by purchasing the same amount of positive 

NEV credits. Among them, negative NEV credits are only calculated from 2019 to ease corporate 

pressure. It is worth noting that, in September 2019, the government proposed a draft amendment to 

the dual-credit policy (hereafter referred to the revised dual-credit policy) (MIIT, 2019b). The new 

amendments include no longer considering NEV when calculating actual CAFC and granting a certain 

percentage of NEV credits rewards to LFCV, etc., and the latter has been implemented in June 2020 

(MIIT, 2020b). 

Under the dual-credit policy, global automakers are facing huge challenges. Fig. 1 describes the 

overall situation of dual-credits. Surprisingly, the positive NEV credits in 2019 are difficult to meet 

the negative NEV credits and the growing negative CAFC credits. The proportion of automakers that 
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do not meet CAFC standards is climbing. The dual-credit policy has attracted the attention of 

multinational automakers, which must meet local regulations. However, in 2019, as many as 85% of 

imported passenger vehicle suppliers failed to meet CAFC standards, and only 37% supplied NEVs 

(MIIT, 2020a). 

[Put Fig.1 here] 

Besides, the dual-credit policy has a significant spillover effect on upstream engine suppliers. 

There is no doubt that research and development (R & D) of engine technology are among the main 

methods to improve fuel economy, which will reduce CAFC, and there remains 30% potential for 

improvements in the engine efficiency of Chinese engine suppliers (Zhao et al., 2016). After the policy 

was promulgated, China's automotive engine production fell for the first time in seven consecutive 

years (CIIN, 2019). Although the dual-credit policy has been implemented for automakers, the scope 

of the influence has been extended to the entire automotive supply chain. We refer to the supply chain 

composed of engine suppliers and automakers as the conventional automotive supply chain to 

distinguish the new energy vehicle supply chain, which is mainly composed of battery suppliers and 

pure NEV manufacturers. In China, many automakers have their engine suppliers, forming a 

centralized supply chain. However, some domestic brand automakers often do not have advanced 

engine technology and must purchase engines from foreign or joint venture brands, thus forming a 

decentralized supply chain with engine suppliers. For example, the main customers of Aerospace 

Mitsubishi include some domestic brand automakers, such as Brilliance Auto, Great Wall Motor, and 

BAIC Motor (www.same.com.cn). 

Since investment in R & D to improve fuel economy often brings high costs and the spillover of 

benefits, it is of great practical significance to coordinate supply chains. We consider two common 
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coordination contracts in the sustainable supply chain: (1) cost sharing contracts for R & D investment, 

which are commonly used in supply chains with higher R & D costs (Zhu et al., 2018; Hong and Guo, 

2019); and (2) revenue sharing contracts, which are often used to coordinate green or low-carbon 

supply chains (Song and Gao, 2018; Ji et al., 2020). 

In summary, this paper focuses on the following issues in the context of China's dual-credit policy. 

(1) In terms of corporate decision-making, how do engine suppliers decide on the fuel economy 

of engines? How do automakers decide on production? 

(2) In terms of policy effects, what effect will the dual-credit policy exert? We will focus on fuel 

economy, the production of high fuel consumption vehicles (HFCVs), LFCVs and NEVs, and the 

profits of engine suppliers and automakers. 

(3) In terms of supply chain coordination, how can R & D cost sharing contracts and ICEV revenue 

sharing contracts be designed to coordinate supply chain profits? How do automakers choose contracts 

to achieve higher profits and better policy effects? 

The main contributions are as follows. 

(1) Methodologically, existing research mainly uses data simulation rather than theoretical analysis 

to study the dual-credit policy (see Section 2.5). However, we use game theory to gain some new 

insights. 

(2) In terms of research content, we study the revised dual-credit policy to fill the gap in the 

existing research (see Section 2.5). Besides, unlike all previous literature (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5), 

supply chain coordination under the dual-credit policy is explored. 

(3) Concerning the contribution to coordination contracts in the field of sustainable supply chains, 

different conclusions from the existing literature (see Sections 2.4 and 5.2) are reached. We believe 
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that, in the face of different policy pressures, cost sharing contracts might be better than revenue 

sharing contracts, providing new insights for academic researchers and corporate managers. 

(4) In practice, we provide enterprises in the conventional automotive supply chain with different 

optimal decisions for improvements in fuel economy and production based on different initial CAFC 

credits for each vehicle (see Section 4.1), which could help corporate managers to optimize sustainable 

operations. Besides, some policy flaws are obtained, which can only be partially confirmed by 

previous literature (see Section 4.2). These outcomes provide important reference values for 

policymakers. 

The remaining chapters are arranged as follows. Section 2 analyzes relevant literature. Section 3 

establishes a Stackelberg game model. Section 4 analyzes some policy effects on the conventional 

automotive supply chain. Section 5 designs and compares two types of coordination contracts. Section 

6 describes the main conclusions, management insights, and future research directions. 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Operations management in emerging markets 

Our research background is related to emerging markets, which has become a popular topic in the 

field of operations management in recent years (Zhou et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2017; Khuntia et al., 2018; 

Tong et al., 2018; Choi and Luo, 2019). Some literature explores the automotive industry in emerging 

markets. Gurca and Ravishankar (2016) used an electric vehicle producer in India as an example to 

explore the support of bricolage strategy for technological innovation in emerging markets, while 

Jonnalagedda and Saranga (2019) compared two strategies of multinational automakers for product 

design in emerging markets, including adapted product design and customized simultaneous design. 
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Our paper also explores operational management issues in emerging markets (i.e., China), but the 

difference is that we focus on the impact of sustainability policies (i.e., the dual-credit policy) on 

sustainable supply chain management in emerging markets. 

2.2 Sustainable operations 

Traditional operations management requires sustainable innovation to be a useful toolkit for 

advancing the sustainability agenda (Van Wassenhove, 2019). Many scholars have continued to 

develop and utilize operations management methods to explore sustainable operations in different 

contexts, such as the game-theoretical approach (Li et al., 2018; Agrawal and Lee, 2019; Safarzadeh 

and Rasti-Barzoki, 2019a, 2019b; Li et al., 2020a), optimization modeling (Wang et al., 2018; Dara et 

al., 2020; Shen et al., 2020), quantitative empirical analysis (Corbett et al., 2018) and multi-

methodological approaches (Choi et al., 2019b). 

In the automotive industry, sustainable operations have also been extensively studied recently. 

Seles et al. (2016) explored the green bullwhip effect through a case study of a Brazilian automotive 

battery company and emphasized the impact of the institutional environment. Keivanpour et al. (2017) 

proposed a hybrid model to analyze automakers' green practice strategic choices in response to end-

of-life vehicle recycling. Umpfenbach et al. (2018) considered environmental regulations and 

sustainability goals, introduced assortment planning models for automotive products, and validated 

the model with a case study from a global automaker. Li et al. (2020d) revealed the relationship among 

the pressure, practice, and performance of green supply chain management under quick response 

technology through data and case studies from Chinese firms including Beijing Benz. 

Our paper also explores sustainable operations in the automotive industry, such as R & D activities 

for fuel economy, production of NEVs, and sustainable supply chain coordination. The difference is 
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that we research the context of the dual-credit policy. 

2.3 Automotive supply chains 

The automotive supply chain is often composed of upstream component suppliers (including 

engine suppliers), core automakers and downstream retailers. Traditional operations management is 

brought more challenges by the complex and giant automotive supply chain system. Recent studies 

have explored the operations management issues of the automotive supply chain from various aspects, 

such as the factors of sustainable practices in the automotive supply chain (Liu et al., 2016; 

Mathivathanan et al., 2018), the adoption of lean production strategies in different stages of the 

automotive supply chain (Marodin et al., 2016; Qamar et al., 2018), the impact of the interdependence 

of components and the proximity of the supply chain on the quality of automotive products (Agrawal 

et al., 2017; Bray et al., 2019), order management (Olbert et al., 2016; Ishfaq and Narayanan, 2019), 

risk management (Murphy et al., 2019; Vanalle et al., 2020) and transportation disruption (Fartaj et al., 

2020) in the automotive supply chain, etc. 

The above studies focus on the optimization of the internal management, but some other studies 

focus on the impact of external policy factors on the automotive supply chain. For example, Huang et 

al. (2013) argued that consumer subsidies for the purchase of electric vehicles (EV) can reduce the 

demand for ICEV and the profit of the automotive supply chain composed of automakers and retailers 

that only produces ICEV, but increase the demand for EV and the profit of the supply chain that 

produces both EV and ICEV. Luo et al. (2014) proposed a comprehensive price discount incentive 

plan including price discount rate and subsidy ceiling for the automotive supply chain composed of 

automakers and retailers to effectively increase EV sales. Li et al. (2020b) assumed that the dual-credit 

policy can promote across-chain cooperation between the ICEV supply chain and the NEV supply 
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chain, and found that the implementation of the dual-credit policy will make the production schedule 

more uneven and reduce the profit of the entire supply chain system composed of automakers and 

retailers. 

Our paper also considers the impact of external policy on the production and profits of the 

automotive supply chain. The difference is that we simultaneously focus on the fuel economy decision 

and expand the automotive supply chain to upstream engine suppliers. We draw out key supply chain 

members, namely engine suppliers and automakers, who are deeply affected by the dual-credit policy 

and play a key role in improving fuel economy. 

2.4 Coordination contracts in the sustainable supply chain 

Coordination contracts constitute a major means to coordinate the sustainable supply chain. For 

different sustainable operation issues, many researchers have designed a variety of coordination 

contracts, such as two-part tariff contracts (Biswas et al., 2018; Hong and Guo, 2019; Hosseini-

Motlagh et al., 2019), quantity discount contracts (Heydari et al., 2017), cost sharing contracts (Zhu 

et al., 2018; Hong and Guo, 2019) and revenue sharing contracts (Song and Gao, 2018; Ji et al., 2020). 

Due to the high R & D costs and spillover benefits in the automotive supply chain, we focus on 

cost sharing contracts and revenue sharing contracts in the sustainable supply chain, which have been 

compared by fewer researchers from different perspectives. Yenipazarli (2017) compared the impacts 

of the two contracts from the upstream ecological innovation effects and supply chain profits and 

found that, as the fixed costs of environmental improvements increase, the revenue sharing contract is 

more conducive to collaboration. Yang and Chen (2018) and Li et al. (2019) argued that, from the 

perspectives of both emission reduction and corporate profits, the revenue sharing contract, designed 

to maximize the profits of downstream enterprises, is better than the corresponding cost sharing 
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contract. However, Raj et al. (2018) considered corporate social responsibility and found that, from a 

profit perspective, the contract preferences of suppliers and buyers are not the same, but revenue 

sharing contracts remain more conducive to upstream green R & D than cost sharing contracts. Yu et 

al. (2020) obtained through a differential game that revenue sharing contracts are more favorable for 

low-carbon supply chains and manufacturers, but the sharing ratio is an exogenous variable. In short, 

the above literature reported that the revenue sharing contracts established by downstream enterprises 

to maximize their profits are better than the corresponding cost sharing contracts. 

However, we provide different views from the above literature. In our model, from both a policy 

effect and a profit perspective, the cost sharing contract can be better than the revenue sharing contract 

in some cases. Besides, there has been no research on supply chain coordination under the dual-credit 

policy. 

2.5 The dual-credit policy 

Existing research on the dual-credit policy can be divided into two levels. At the macro-level, it 

focuses on the profitability of the plug-in electric vehicle (Ou et al., 2018), the promotion of electric 

vehicles (EVs) (Wang et al., 2018), the development of EV technology (Zhao et al., 2019b), the 

emissions from road transportation (Zhao et al., 2019a; He et al., 2020), the impact of policy transition 

on the private motorization rate and the battery market (Hsieh et al, 2020), as well as the comparison 

and interaction research with NEV subsidy policies (Li et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018). 

At the micro-level, researchers mainly use game theory and optimization methods to discuss 

automakers' decisions. Li et al. (2020a) considered battery recycling and consumers’ environmental 

awareness and provided a method to decide NEV credit price based on a Stackelberg game model. Li 

et al. (2020b) established mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and used a heuristic algorithm 
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combined with data simulation to explore production decisions of ICEVs and NEVs under subsidy 

policies and the dual-credit policy considering the competition and cross-chain cooperation. Li et al. 

(2020c) developed a dynamic equilibrium model and established a hybrid complementary problem 

(MCP) to set annual NEV credit ratio requirements. Lou et al. (2020) developed a new optimization 

model to discuss the production and R & D decisions of automakers with different initial fuel 

consumption and drew some useful policy recommendations. Wang et al. (2020) discussed the choice 

of two green technology innovations for automakers, including ICEV's energy-saving technology and 

NEV's production technology. Besides, Zhou et al. (2019) extended the dual-credit policy to general 

traditional manufacturers to form a generalized dual-credit system. 

All of the aforementioned literature mainly adopted data simulation methods, and few theoretical 

studies have been conducted using pure theoretical analysis. Li et al. (2020a) only considered the game 

between pure fuel vehicle manufacturers and NEV manufacturers. However, most automakers in 

reality are mixed production. Lou et al. (2020) analyzed how automakers that produce both ICEV and 

NEV respond to the dual-credit policy, but only R & D and production of ICEV are considered. Our 

research is an extension based on Lou et al. (2020). The differences are: (1) we also considered NEV's 

production decisions; (2) we extended the optimization problem to the supply chain and designed a 

Stackelberg game model; (3) we studied the revised dual-credit policy. As far as we know, there has 

been no research studying the revised dual-credit policy. Our paper considers these changes to better 

predict and explain the impact of the dual-credit policy. 

3. The model and methods 

3.1 Parameters and assumptions 
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We discussed a conventional automotive supply chain, which are composed of an engine supplier 

and a conventional automaker. The conventional automaker is defined as the automaker that produces 

both ICEV and NEV to distinguish the NEV manufacturer, such as NIO and Tesla, which only 

produces NEV so that it is not affected by the CAFC credit regulation. Automotive industry in China 

is still dominated by ICEV, and China's top ten automakers in sales are all conventional automakers 

(MIIT, 2020a). We define the supply chain composed of conventional automakers and upstream engine 

suppliers as conventional automotive supply chains to distinguish NEV supply chains, which are 

composed of NEV manufacturers and corresponding battery suppliers. 

The engine supplier improves the fuel economy of the engine through R & D investment and 

produces and sells engines at the beginning of the year. The automaker produces ICEVs and NEVs 

with existing technologies and sells them to the consumer market. And then, the automaker calculates 

credits and participates in the credit transaction in the second year to offset all negative credits or to 

sell excess positive NEV credits. Related parameters are described in Table 1. 

[Put Table 1 here] 

The main assumptions are as follows. 

(1) ICEV production and NEV production are determined by market demand. We consider a simple 

linear demand function, which is widely used in the research on supply chain management (Cui et al., 

2016; Choi et al., 2019a; Hosseini-Motlagh et al., 2019) and the dual-credit policy (Li et al., 2020b, 

2020c; Lou et al., 2020), to simplify the model without losing generality. The market demand function 

for ICEVs and NEVs are as follows: 

 i i i i i( , )q p x a b p x    (1) 

 n n n n n( )q p a b p   (2) 

The corresponding inverse demand functions are: 
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First, in the market demand function of ICEVs, the higher that the fuel economy improvement 

level is, the higher that the market demand is, indicating that consumers have certain fuel economy 

preferences, as described by Dumortiera et al. (2015) and Ford (2016). Second, we did not consider 

the changes in demand brought about by the advancement of NEV technology. From a policy 

perspective, the focus of the policy is to reduce CAFC and encourage the production of NEVs. From 

an enterprise perspective, it is impossible to reduce the cost of CAFC credits by only producing ICEVs 

without improving the fuel economy, but positive NEV credits can be obtained by only producing 

NEVs without improving NEV technology. Therefore, we mainly consider NEV production, not NEV 

technology development, to simplify the model. Besides, because we are mainly concerned with the 

impact of the dual-credit policy, not the impact of market parameters, we assume that i na a a   

and i nb b b   to facilitate mathematical calculations. Finally, we did not consider the competition 

between the two markets, so competitive markets will be an important research direction. 

(2) Without loss of generality, in order to reduce the complexity of the expression and facilitate 

calculations, we assume that the variable production cost is 0. It will not change the correctness of the 

propositions and theorems, and is widely used in the field of operation and supply chain management, 

such as Yang et al. (2017), Xu et al. (2018), Guo and Wu (2018). 

(3) The cost of R & D investment to improve the fuel economy is described as 2 / 2k x . Similar 

assumptions can be found in Hong and Guo (2019), Zhou et al. (2019) and Lou et al. (2020). 

(4) To simplify the model and focus on the impact of upstream suppliers on fuel economy, we 

assume that the fuel economy improvement level obtained by the upstream engine supplier by 
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improving the engine technology R&D level (i.e., x ) is an endogenous decision variable, and other 

efforts made by the automaker to improve fuel economy are regarded as an exogenous variable. And 

since the cost of the automaker's efforts to improve fuel economy is mainly a fixed cost that has nothing 

to do with each decision variable, it is not considered and does not affect the form of the optimal 

solution. 

(5) Based on the draft amendment to the dual-credit policy (MIIT, 2019b) and future policy trends, 

in order to simplify the calculation and obtain a closed-form solution that can be qualitatively analyzed, 

we assume that the actual CAFC is only related to the decision variable of fuel economy improvement 

level and has nothing to do with other decision variables. The same assumption is also reflected in 

Wang et al. (2020). 

Besides, as assumed and explained in Lou et al. (2020), we also propose the following assumptions. 

(6) The value of positive CAFC credits is not considered because of low value and non-tradability 

in the credit transaction market. 

(7) Automakers produce ICEVs with only one level of fuel consumption. That is, the automakers' 

ICEVs have the same fuel consumption level, which is either that of HFCVs (the fuel consumption 

has not reached the standard) or LFCVs (the fuel consumption has reached the standard). Therefore, 

automakers can only reduce the pressure on CAFC credits by improving the fuel economy rather than 

adjusting the product portfolio. 

(8) With so many automakers involved, the credit transaction market can be considered a perfectly 

competitive market, and the credit transaction price is considered an exogenous variable.  

(9) Credit calculations and transactions are conducted once per year, so we consider a one-year 

decision cycle. 
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3.2 The game model 

We build a game model, which are widely used in sustainable supply chains (Agrawal and Lee, 

2019; Safarzadeh and Rasti-Barzoki, 2019a, 2019b) and the dual-credit policy (Li et al., 2018; Li et 

al., 2020a). 

Under the dual-credit policy (superscript D), the optimization problem of the centralized supply 

chain (superscript c) is described as follows: 

 
i n

Dc 2

sc i i n n c
, ,

Max / 2 [Min(CAFCC,0) NEVC]
x q q

p q p q kx p       (5) 

According to MIIT (2017, 2019b), CAFC credits are expressed as i nCAFCC ( )( )x q q   . 

Based on assumption (5), the actual CAFC is only related to the decision variable x . The standard 

CAFC is only determined by the vehicle quality and its ratio to the target value specified by the policy, 

and it can be assumed that it is unchanged. Then at the end of the year, the difference between the 

standard and the actual CAFC is x  . It can be determined from assumption (6) that we should 

calculate the minimum value between CAFC credits and zero to measure the cost of CAFC credits. 

Besides, NEV credits are expressed as n iNEVC q q    . The actual value is the NEV 

production multiplied by the average positive NEV credits per NEV produced. The standard value is 

the ICEV production multiplied by the proportion requirements for NEV production. The LFCV 

production in 2021 is calculated at 0.5 times when calculating the NEV standard value (MIIT, 2019b, 

2020b). Therefore, if 0x   , then 0.5  ; if 0x   , then 1  . 

In the decentralized supply chain (superscript d), a Stackelberg game is played by upstream and 

downstream enterprises. The game sequence is shown in Fig. 2. 

[Put Fig.2 here] 
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The profit function of upstream and downstream enterprises in the decentralized supply chain is 

described as follows.  

(1) When coordination contracts are not implemented: 

 Dd 2

s i( , ) / 2x w wq kx    (6) 

 Dd

m i n i i n n c( , ) ( ) [Min(CAFCC,0) NEVC]q q p w q p q p       (7) 

(2) When the cost sharing contract (superscript CS) is implemented: 

 CS 2

s i( , ) (1 ) / 2x w wq kx     (8) 

 CS 2

m i n i i n n c( , , ) ( ) / 2 [Min(CAFCC,0) NEVC]q q p w q p q kx p         (9) 

(3) When the revenue sharing contract (superscript RS) is implemented: 

 RS 2

s i i i( , ) / 2x w wq kx p q     (10) 

 RS

m i n i i n n c( , , ) [(1 ) ] [Min(CAFCC,0) NEVC]q q p w q p q p         (11) 

We also consider the no-policy scenario (superscript N) for comparison. The corresponding profit 

function can be obtained by removing the credit costs and benefits from the above equations. 

The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the above Stackelberg game can be obtained by 

backward induction. Optimization theory is used to obtain a unique equilibrium solution. The solution 

procedures are presented in Appendix A. 

3.3 Simulation data 

To render the results more intuitive, we use Mathematica software to simulate the scenario of 2021 

using numerical simulation methods. See Table 2 for specific parameter values. 

[Put Table 2 here] 

Drawing on the parameter values in Lou et al. (2020), the basis of each parameter calibration is as 

follows. 
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(1) The potential market demand is 300,000 vehicles, indicating that the brands are popular. 

(2) China's automobile market is highly elastic. In our model, the value of b  is 10, which causes 

the ICEV production to be 80,000 units and the price to be 24,000 CNY under the no-policy scenario; 

thus, the point elasticity of market demand price is -3, and the point elasticity of NEV market demand 

price is -1, indicating that the NEV market is weak in competition.  

(3) Considering rising fuel economy preferences and inflation, we use a higher value of 5,000 

CNY to measure the expected net present value for consumers when fuel economy improves by 1 

liter/100 kilometers, which is the same as Lou et al. (2020) and within the range described by Greene 

et al. (2008). Therefore, the increase in demand for improvements in fuel economy per unit is 50,000 

vehicles. 

(4) The value of k   is so large that the fuel economy improvement level is 0.4 liters/100 

kilometers under the no-policy scenario. In reality, automakers' annual fuel economy improvement 

levels are mostly distributed in 0 to 1 liter/100 kilometers (MIIT, 2018b, 2019a, 2020a). As the CAFC 

target value set by the Chinese government decreases by 0.5 liters/100 kilometers per year (MIIT, 

2015), it is slightly inadequate in our model, reflecting the necessity of implementing the dual-credit 

policy. 

(5) The initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are mostly distributed in -5 to 1 liter/100 kilometers 

(MIIT, 2019a, 2020a). 

(6) The positive NEV credits generated by each NEV are distributed in 1 to 6 credits (MIIT, 2019b, 

2020b). We set the value at 3 to simulate the scenario in 2021. 

(7) The requirement for the proportion of NEV production in 2021 is 14% (MIIT, 2019b, 2020b). 

(8) The revised dual-credit policy significantly increases the difficulty of obtaining positive NEV 
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credits. Therefore, the credit transaction price is expected to rise, compared to the price of 850 CNY 

in 2018. Here, we use the value of 2,000 CNY to simulate the credit transaction market in 2022. In the 

simulation of Li et al. (2018), the upper limit of this parameter is as high as 20,000 CNY. 

Sections 4 and 5 describe the results and discussion in detail. 

4. Analysis of optimal decisions and policy effects under the dual-credit policy 

4.1 Optimal decisions 

As designed by Lou et al. (2020), we classify automakers into three categories (H-type, E-type, 

and L-type) based on the CAFC at the end of the year, which means that the actual CAFC is higher 

than, equal to and lower than the standard CAFC, respectively. The corresponding supply chains 

(suppliers) are called H-type, E-type, and L-type supply chains (suppliers), which are denoted by the 

subscripts H, E, and L, respectively. All expressions and Proofs can be found in Appendix A. 

Proposition 1 Under the revised dual-credit policy, when 1k k , a a  and   , there are 

positive optimal decisions for conventional automotive supply chains. The type of supply chain is 

related to the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle ( ). Specifically, in the centralized (decentralized) 

supply chain, if c

EL   ( d

EL  ), it is an L-type supply chain; if c c

EL HE     ( d d

EL HE    ), 

it is an E-type supply chain; and if c

HE     ( d

HE    ), it is an H-type supply chains. 

Among them, 1k k  is the condition for the existence and uniqueness of the optimal solution to 

ensure that all of the profit functions are concave, indicating that enhancing fuel economy requires a 

sufficiently high cost. a a  and    are conditions under which the optimal solution is positive. 

It can be considered that the potential market size is sufficiently large, and the difference between the 

standard and the actual CAFC cannot be too small; otherwise, the automaker will be unable to produce. 
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It can be found that the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle ( ) determine the type of supply chain. 

HE  and 
EL  represent the dividing lines of H-type and E-type and E-type and L-type, respectively, 

and 
HE EL   can be proved. 

The result of Proposition 1 is a good depiction of reality. In reality, there are indeed three types of 

automakers: H-type automakers, such as BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and SAIC-GM, E-type automakers, 

such as Dongfeng Yueda Kia in 2017 and China FAW Group in 2018, and L-type automakers, such as 

Chery Automobile, Jiangnan Automobile and GAC Toyota (MIIT, 2018b, 2019a, 2020a). This 

outcome shows that our model can better simulate reality. 

4.2 Policy effects 

The main purpose of the dual-credit policy is to motivate automakers to reduce CAFC and produce 

more NEVs, indicating that automakers must continuously improve fuel economy, reduce HFCV 

production, and increase LFCV and NEV production. By comparing the no-policy scenario and the 

revised dual-credit policy scenario, we obtain the following theorems. 

Theorem 1 The impact of the dual-credit policy is as follows. For H-type supply chains with low 

initial CAFC credits for each vehicle, it can reduce their fuel economy improvement level and NEV 

production. For H-type supply chains with high initial CAFC credits for each vehicle, it can increase 

their HFCV production. For L-type and E-type supply chains with high initial CAFC credits for each 

vehicle, it might be detrimental to the improvements in fuel economy and the increase in LFCV 

production.  

 (1) If c

xH    ( d

xH   ) in the centralized (decentralized) supply chain, then D* N*

Hx x  ; if 

c

xE   ( d

xE  ) in the centralized (decentralized) supply chain, then D* N*

Ex x ; D* N*

Lx x . 
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(2) If c

qiH    ( d

qiH   ) in the centralized (decentralized) supply chain, then D* N*

iH iq q  ; if 

c

qiE   ( d

qiE  ) in the centralized (decentralized) supply chain, then D* N*

iE iq q ; D* N*

iL iq q . 

(3) If c

qnH   ( d

qnH   ) in the centralized (decentralized) supply chain, then D* N*

nH nq q  ; 

D* D* N*

nE nL nq q q  . 

Theorem 1 verifies the simulation results in the previous literature. Ou et al. (2018) simulated the 

situation from 2016 to 2020 with realistic data and pointed out that the dual-credit policy could bring 

more high-profitable HFCV compared to only implementing CAFC regulations. Li et al. (2018) 

believed that if ICEV's profits can offset the credit costs, then the automaker will not reduce production. 

Wang et al. (2018) simulated the situation in 2020 and 2025 and also believed that the policy might be 

harmful to CAFC reduction. 

Theorem 1 also verifies some of the conclusions that Lou et al. (2020) obtained through 

optimization modeling. But the differences are: (1) we reveal the impact on NEV production, which 

is not provided by Lou et al. (2020); (2) we conclude that the revised dual-credit policy can reduce 

LFCV production, which is conditionally restricted in the paper by Lou et al. (2020) (the specific 

condition is that the NEV credit is negative). The reason for the differences is that thanks to the 

modification of the credit calculation method suggested by the revised dual-credit policy, we can make 

decisions about NEV production, while Lou et al. (2020) assumed that it is an exogenous variable. 

We can explain the conclusions about NEV and LFCV production from the perspective of credit 

cost. Because CAFC credits are directly related to the sum of ICEV and NEV production, the H-type 

supply chain will reduce the total production may including NEV to reduce CAFC credit costs. Besides, 

the higher the ICEV production, the higher the standard value of NEV credits. Therefore, the supply 

chain that has reached the CAFC standard may reduce LFCV production to ease the pressure of NEV 
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credit costs. 

As shown in Fig. 3, we use the decentralized supply chain as an example and use numerical 

simulations to more intuitively show the results of Theorem 1. 

[Put Fig.3 here] 

However, the conclusion about NEVs in Theorem 1 is a prediction of the future, but it has not 

been verified in reality or the previous literature. If the recommendations in the revised dual-credit 

policy are adopted in the future, the aforementioned adverse effects on NEV will likely appear. 

Theorem 2 The dual-credit policy will result in lower profits for engine suppliers in a 

decentralized supply chain, that is, Dd* Nd*

s s  . 

Regardless of CAFC credits or NEV credits, the increase in ICEV production will increase the cost 

of credits, so the marginal cost of ICEVs will increase. Therefore, for the entire conventional 

automotive supply chain, all enterprises will be damaged as a result. However, automakers can earn 

NEV credits by producing NEVs. As long as NEV production is sufficient, their profits can rise, as 

shown in Fig. 4. Although the policy is aimed at automakers, its impact will extend to upstream engine 

suppliers and adversely affect them due to the existence of the supply chain system. Therefore, it is 

necessary to coordinate the conventional automotive supply chain. 

 [Put Fig.4 here] 

Through Theorems 1 and 2, we can well understand why, in reality, engine suppliers have 

experienced a significant decline in production and profits (CIIN, 2019). The government might, 

therefore, consider intervening in the form of financial subsidies. 

4.3 Revision effects 
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Figures 3 and 4 also show the difference between the revised and the current dual-credit policy. In 

this section, we mainly discuss the effects of the new regulation, which is “in 2021, 2022, and 2023, 

the LFCV production is calculated at 0.5 times, 0.3 times, and 0.2 times, respectively, when calculating 

the NEV standard value” (MIIT, 2019b, 2020b). Let 1  , and the optimal decisions and profits 

before the addition of the above regulation can be obtained. By simple comparison, we can obtain 

Theorem 3. 

Theorem 3 The addition of the above new regulation is conducive to the improvements in fuel 

economy, the increase in LFCVs and NEVs, and the profits of engine suppliers and automakers, and 

it could allow more automakers to meet the CAFC standard. Specifically, whether in a centralized or 

decentralized supply chain, D* D*( 1)x x     , D* D*

iLFCV iLFCV( 1)q q    , D* D*

n n ( 1)q q    , 

D* D*

s s ( 1)    , D* D*

m m ( 1)    , D* D*

sc sc ( 1)    , EL EL( 1)     and HE HE( 1)    . 

Theorem 3 shows a good effect of policy revision. The above regulation can be regarded as a 

reward for NEV credits for LFCVs, which not only can promote the production of LFCVs but can also 

ease the pressure of NEV credits, thereby alleviating some of the problems in Theorems 1 and 2 to 

some extent. However, these problems have not been fundamentally resolved. 

Part of the reasons for Theorems 1 and 2 are related to the calculation of credits. The total 

production in the CAFC credit expression still contains NEVs, which is unreasonable. For automakers 

that do not meet CAFC standards, producing more NEVs will increase the cost of CAFC credits. 

Besides, an increase in ICEV production will increase the standard value of the NEV credit, which 

could cause some automakers to reduce ICEV production to earn more NEV credits, resulting in a 

decline in LFCV production. For the engine supplier, even if the fuel economy is sufficiently high, 

ICEV production will also bring NEV credit costs. Therefore, the production and profits of engine 
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suppliers will be adversely affected. In short, as Wang et al. (2017) and Lou et al. (2020) suggested, 

we also recommend that the policy should separate two credit regulations. Policymakers could 

consider completely decoupling NEVs from CAFC credits, and NEV credits should not be related to 

ICEV production. 

5. Coordination of conventional automotive supply chain under the dual-credit policy 

5.1 Contract design 

Assume that automakers will implement R & D cost sharing contracts or ICEV revenue sharing 

contracts to coordinate supply chains. We can get the contracts design schemes as shown in Proposition 

2. All expressions and Proofs can be found in Appendix A. 

Proposition 2 The implementation of coordination contracts can change the type of supply chains, 

turning more H-type supply chains into E-type and more E-type supply chains into L-type. That is, 

CS d

HE HE  , RS d

HE HE  , CS d

EL EL   and RS d

EL EL  . The optimal sharing ratios of the cost sharing 

contract and the revenue sharing contract are as follows when 2k k  and a a  are satisfied. 

 (1) If CS

EL   , then 2*

L / 8bk   ; if CS d

EL HE     , then *

E 0   ; if d CS

HE HE     , then 

*

E E( )   ; if CS

HE    , then *

H H( )   . 

(2) If RS

EL   , then 2*

L 2/ bk   ; if RS d

EL HE     , then *

E 0   ; if d RS

HE HE     , then 

*

E E( )   ; if CS RS

HE    , then *

H H( )   . 

For the same reason, k  should be sufficiently large to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of 

the optimal solution to ensure that all profit functions are concave under two coordination contracts. 

Besides, the above conditions can be guaranteed such that * *, [0,1)   . Fig. 5 depicts how the sharing 

ratios change with the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle ( ). When   is smaller, the sharing 
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ratio increases as   decreases. 

[Put Fig.5 here] 

Automakers and suppliers decide whether to implement and accept coordination contracts based 

on changes in profits. Due to the change in the type of supply chain described in Proposition 2, the 

impact of coordinated contracts on profits may become different. 

Theorem 4 Due to the change in the type of supply chain, the implementation of coordination 

contracts may be detrimental to the profits of automakers in some cases. In the decentralized supply 

chain, compared with the scenario without a coordination contract (Dd), the profits of each enterprise 

when implementing a cost sharing contract (CS) or a revenue sharing contract (RS) are as follows. 

 (1) If CS

T   , then CS* Dd*

m m    and CS* Dd*

s s   ; if CS CS

T EL     , then CS* Dd*

m m    and 

CS* Dd*

s s   ; if CS d

EL HE     , then CS* Dd*

m m    and CS* Dd*

s s   ; if d

HE     , then 

CS* Dd*

m m   and CS* Dd*

s s  . 

(2) If RS

T   , then RS* Dd*

m m    and RS* Dd*

s s   ; if RS RS

T EL     , then RS* Dd*

m m    and 

RS* Dd*

s s   ; if RS d

EL HE     , then RS* Dd*

m m    and RS* Dd*

s s   ; if d RS

HE     , then 

RS* Dd*

m m   and RS* Dd*

s s  . 

The coordination contract will not be implemented when the profit of any enterprise decreases or 

both enterprises remain unchanged after the implementation of the coordination contract. It is known 

from Theorem 4 that, when CS CS

T EL      and RS RS

T EL     , the profits of automakers under 

coordination contracts decrease, while the profits of suppliers become larger, so the supplier has an 

incentive to promote the implementation of coordination contracts. It can be proved that, under the 

above two conditions, the total profit of the supply chain under the coordination contracts becomes 

larger. Therefore, as long as the supplier compensates the manufacturer for loss of profit through some 
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method, coordination can be achieved. We consider a fixed transfer payment T  , and the 

implementation of the coordination contracts is shown in Theorem 5. 

Theorem 5 The implementation of the two coordination contracts is as follows. 

(1)  if CS d

EL HE     ( RS d

EL HE    ), then the cost sharing contract (revenue sharing contract) 

will not be implemented;  

(2) if CS CS

T EL      ( RS CS

T EL     ), then the supplier transfers 

CS Dd* CS* CS* Dd*

m m s s( , )T         ( RS Dd* RS* RS* Dd*

m m s s( , )T        ) to the manufacturer and 

coordination can be reached;  

(3) In other cases, the cost sharing contract (revenue sharing contract) can be implemented and 

be able to coordinate supply chain profits. 

Besides, we explore the effect of coordinating contracts from the perspective of policy effects. 

Theorem 6 In a decentralized supply chain, compared with the scenario without a coordination 

contract (Dd), the optimal decisions when implementing a cost sharing contract (CS) or a revenue 

sharing contract (RS) are as follows (here, we subscript LFCV and HFCV to distinguish the type of 

ICEV). 

 (1) If CS

EL    ( RS

EL   ), then CS* Dd*x x   ( RS* Dd*x x  ); if d

HE      ( d RS

HE     ), 

then CS* Dd*x x  ( RS* Dd*x x ). 

(2) If CS

EL    ( RS

EL   ), then CS* Dd*

iLFCV iLFCVq q   ( RS* Dd*

iLFCV iLFCVq q  ); if d CS

HE HE     

( d RS

HE HE     ), then CS* Dd*

iLFCV iHFCVq q   ( RS* Dd*

iLFCV iHFCVq q  ); if CS

HE      ( RS RS

HE     ), then 

CS* Dd*

iHFCV iHFCVq q  ( RS* Dd*

iHFCV iHFCVq q ). 

(3) If CS

EL    ( RS

EL   ), then CS* Dd*

n nq q   ( RS* Dd*

n nq q  ); if d

HE      ( d RS

HE     ), 
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then CS* Dd*

n nq q  ( RS* Dd*

n nq q ). 

From Theorem 6, it can be seen that, on the whole, the implementation of cost sharing contracts 

or revenue sharing contracts can effectively coordinate supply chain profits and improve policy 

effectiveness. However, when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are smaller, the coordination 

contract will also increase the HFCV production while improving fuel economy, due to the obvious 

positive correlation between ICEV production and fuel economy improvement in the demand function. 

5.2 Contract comparison 

We compare two types of coordination contracts in terms of profit and policy effects. The following 

theorem is obtained. 

Theorem 7 Regardless of profit or policy effects, for L-type and some E-type supply chains, 

revenue sharing contracts are better than cost sharing contracts. In other words, if CS

EL  , then 

RS* CS*

m m   , RS* CS*

s s   , RS* CS*x x  , RS* CS*

i iq q   and RS* CS*

n nq q  . However, for H-type supply 

chains, cost sharing contracts can be better than revenue sharing contracts. 

In Theorem 7, when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle meet certain conditions (see 

Appendix A), the cost sharing contract in the H-type supply chain is better than the revenue sharing 

contract. This outcome means that, for automakers that have reached the CAFC standard, ICEV 

revenue sharing contracts should be used as an indirect incentive, but for those automakers who must 

urgently improve fuel economy, a more direct approach, such as R & D cost sharing contracts, should 

be adopted. Therefore, cost sharing contracts might be better than revenue sharing contracts, which is 

different from the views of some of the literature in the field of sustainable supply chains (Yenipazarli, 

2017; Raj et al., 2018; Yang and Chen, 2018). For example, Yenipazarli (2017) reported that, from the 
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perspective of the impact of environmental innovation of upstream enterprises on the overall economic 

and environmental performance, revenue sharing is more suitable for collaboration. However, we 

believe that, if downstream enterprises face different policy pressures, the conclusions of the above 

literature might not be valid. In our model, when downstream enterprises face greater policy pressures, 

the more direct coordination method of R & D cost sharing contracts might be more beneficial to the 

innovation investments of upstream enterprises, thereby improving the environmental performance 

and profits of the entire supply chain. 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the results of the above theorems more intuitively. 

[Put Fig.6 and Fig.7 here] 

The following can be seen from Fig. 6. (1) In some cases, as shown in the enlarged part, the 

implementation of the coordination contract will reduce the profit of the automaker (see Theorem 4), 

but at this time, the profit of the supplier and the supply chain will increase. Therefore, as long as the 

supplier gives the automaker a certain profit subsidy, it can promote the implementation of the 

coordination contract (see Theorem 5). (2) When the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are large, 

the profits of automakers, suppliers and supply chains under revenue sharing contracts are greater (see 

Theorem 7). (3) When the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are smaller, cost sharing contracts are 

more conducive to improving the profits of automakers (see Theorem 7). However, for the suppliers 

and supply chains, revenue sharing contracts might be better. At this time, if the suppliers grant a 

certain profit subsidy to the automakers, the type of coordination contracts can be changed. 

The following can be seen from Fig. 7. (1) Overall, the implementation of the coordination contract 

is conducive to improving fuel economy and increasing the production (see Theorem 6). (2) When the 

initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are large, under the revenue sharing contract, the fuel economy 
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improvement level and LFCV production are both higher. At this time, the revenue sharing contract is 

better (see Theorem 7). (3) When the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are smaller, the policy 

effect produced by the cost sharing contract is better (see Theorem 7). 

6. Conclusion and policy implications 

6.1 Conclusions 

Under the dual-credit policy, global automakers are facing huge challenges. Fuel economy and 

production decisions are optimized through game theory. In order to coordinate the conventional 

automobile supply chain, R & D cost sharing contracts and ICEV revenue sharing contracts are 

designed and compared. We provided different optimal strategies for enterprises in the supply chain 

with different initial CAFC credits for each vehicle, pointed out the possible disadvantages of the dual-

credit policy, and explored coordination contracts. 

We have reached some main conclusions about the dual-credit policy. (1) For some automakers, it 

may be harmful to fuel economy and cause HFCV production to increase while LFCV or NEV 

production decreases. (2) It will result in lower profits for engine suppliers. (3) The new regulation 

about the NEV credit reward for LFCVs will have good policy effects. (4) R & D cost sharing contracts 

and ICEV revenue sharing contracts may not coordinate the supply chain, and sometimes, some profit 

subsidies given by the supplier to the automaker can facilitate the implementation of coordination 

contracts. Besides, when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are low, cost sharing contracts may 

be better than revenue sharing contracts. 

6.2 Management insights 

Our research provides important management insights as shown below. 
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Conventional automotive supply chains: The dual-credit policy has a significant impact on local 

or multinational automotive supply chains, which produce or sell passenger vehicles in China. 

(1) In reality, due to the pressure of the dual-credit policy, many automakers strive to increase NEV 

production, reduce HFCV production, and improve the fuel economy of engines. These choices might 

not be the best for all automakers because these practices do not necessarily lead to the highest 

economic performance. As described in Section 4, different optimization strategies should be selected 

according to the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle. This choice means that H-type automakers do 

not necessarily have to increase NEV production or reduce HFCV production. Specifically, when the 

initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are sufficiently low, they should reduce the production of NEVs 

and HFCVs to reduce the cost of CAFC credits; when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are 

high, they should increase the production of NEVs and HFCVs to obtain higher profits. For L-type 

and some E-type automakers, increasing NEV production and reducing the production of ICEVs and 

even of LFCVs will be the best choice. For engine suppliers, when the initial CAFC credits for each 

vehicle are sufficiently high or low, reducing R & D investment in fuel economy will be the most 

beneficial. Conversely, in other cases, they should work to improve fuel economy to reduce the loss 

of profits from the dual-credit policy. The above specific action plans provide new perspectives for 

corporate managers. 

(2) As described in Section 5, we provide automakers with specifics on how to design and select 

R & D cost sharing contracts and ICEV revenue sharing contracts. When coordinating conventional 

automotive supply chains, except for some E-type supply chains, the above two coordination contracts 

have proved to be effective and can bring better policy effects. Sometimes for E-type supply chains 

with high initial CAFC credits for each vehicle, some profit subsidies given by the supplier to the 
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automaker can facilitate the implementation of the coordination contracts. Therefore, enterprises in 

the supply chain should actively seek cooperation to jointly respond to the dual-credit policy. When 

choosing a coordination contract, the revenue sharing contract designed by automakers to maximize 

their profits is not always better than the corresponding cost sharing contract, which is different from 

some of the literature in the field of sustainable supply chains (see Sections 2.4 and 5.2). Specifically, 

when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are sufficiently high, the revenue sharing contract is a 

better choice; when the initial CAFC credits for each vehicle are low, and it is difficult to come up to 

the CAFC standard, the cost sharing contract might be better. These insights have important reference 

value for managers of conventional automotive supply chains. 

Policymakers in China: (1) A comprehensive policy implementation plan that flexibly combines 

the dual-credit policy and other supporting policies such as R&D subsidies is necessary. Policymakers 

need to consider implementing additional R&D subsidies or other policy support for certain 

automakers with lower initial CAFC credits for each vehicle to help them improve their fuel economy. 

Otherwise, according to Theorem 1, the dual-credit policy may be detrimental to the improvements in 

their fuel economy and the production of NEV. (2) Policymakers should consider separating the two 

credit regulations, which was also proposed by Wang et al. (2017) and Lou et al. (2020). We have 

described specific amendments. NEVs should be completely decoupled from the calculation of CAFC 

credit, and the standard value of NEV credits should not be related to ICEV production. Otherwise, as 

described in Theorems 1 and 2, the dual-credit policy may adversely affect the fuel economy, the 

LFCV and NEV production of some automakers, and reduce the profits of upstream engine suppliers. 

(3) The government can consider implementing certain subsidies to the R & D activities of upstream 

engine suppliers to make up for the loss of profits. Otherwise, the dual-credit policy will not benefit 
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their survival and R & D investment. 

Other emerging markets: The dual-credit policy provides important references and practical 

value to emerging markets facing the same problems as those described in the introduction. Although 

the dual-credit policy is still being continuously improved, as a new sustainability policy, it aims to 

both reduce fuel consumption and promote the development of NEVs by establishing a market-

oriented mechanism, which provides a model for governments in other emerging markets. 

6.3 Future studies 

In the future, our model could be further optimized, such as considering the competitive 

automotive market and considering the development of NEV technology, which will render the model 

more complicated and pose challenges for the optimization solution. Besides, we can also explore 

various forms of contracts, such as cost sharing contracts or revenue sharing contracts under 

bargaining, and the combination of the two types of contracts, which will also greatly increase the 

difficulty of solving. Therefore, an effective algorithm might be necessary. Finally, the process and 

risk of credit transactions will be important topics, which will involve more enterprises, including 

conventional automakers and NEV automakers. The corresponding research results will help to 

improve the operation of the automotive supply chain. 
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Appendix A: All Proofs. 

Proof of Proposition 1 

In a centralized supply chain: 

Optimization: Equation (5) can be transformed into a constrained optimal problem. The 

constraints of the three types of supply chains are as follows. 

(1) The constraint of the L-type supply chain is 0x   , which is loose. Dc*

Lx , Dc*

iLq  and Dc*

nLq  

can be obtained through the first-order optimal conditions (FOCs). The profit function is concave when 

2 / 2k b . ca a bp    can guarantee positive optimal solutions when   , which is true due 

to the dual-credit policy. Substituting Dc*

Lx  into the constraint, we obtain c
L 2

(2 )

2(2 )

a bp

bk

 
 




  


. 

(2) The constraint of the E-type supply chain is 0x   , which is tight. Substituting x    

into the profit function, we obtain Dc*

Ex  , Dc*

iEq   and Dc*

nEq   through FOCs. The profit function is 

always concave. ca bp   and 0   can guarantee positive optimal solutions. 

(3) The constraint of the H-type supply chain is 0x   , which is loose. Dc*

Hx , Dc*

iHq  and Dc*

nHq  

can be obtained through FOCs. The profit function is concave when 2 2

c c / 2k b p bp      . 

c/a bp     can guarantee positive optimal solutions. Substituting Dc*

Hx  into the constraint, 

we obtain 
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Type selection: It can be easily proved that H L   when a a  and 
2 / 2k b ; thus, three 
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types of supply chains exist. 

When 0  , only constraint (1) can be met, so the supply chain will be of the L-type. 

When 
L0     , constraint (1) and (2) can be met, we obtain Dc* Dc*

scL scE   ; thus, the supply 

chain will be of the L-type. 

When 
L H    , only constraint (2) can be met, so the supply chain will be of the E-type. 

When 
H     , constraints (2) and (3) can be met. Let Dc* Dc*

scE scH==   , and 

Dc* Dc* Dc* Dc*

scE scH H scE scHMin[Solve[ == , ]] Max[Solve[ == , ]]          can be obtained. Because the 

expression is too complicated, we use Solve function instead. It can be proved that Dc* Dc*

scE scH   is 

continuous and concave about  , and there are two solutions to Dc* Dc*

scE scHSolve[ == , ]   . Therefore, 

Dc* Dc* Dc* Dc* Dc* Dc*

scE H scH H scE scH H scE scH( ) ( ) 0 Min[Solve[ == , ]] Max[Solve[ == , ]]               . In 

short, if Dc* Dc*

scE scHMin[Solve[ == , ]]      , then Dc* Dc*

scE scH<  ; thus, the supply chain will be H-type; 

if Dc* Dc*

scE scH HMin[Solve[ == , ]]      , then Dc* Dc*

scE scH  ; thus, the supply chain will be E-type. 

In summary, we obtain the boundaries of each type: 
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In a decentralized supply chain: 

Backward induction: In a decentralized supply chain without coordination contracts, the profit 

function is shown in Equations (6) and (7). Under different types, we adopt backward induction to 

solve the optimal decisions in each type of supply chain. 

First, the response functions Dd* Dd Dd

i ( , )q x w  and Dd* Dd Dd

n ( , )q x w  can be found by solving FOCs 

in Equation (7), which is always concave under various types of supply chains. 

Second, substituting Dd* Dd Dd

i ( , )q x w   and Dd* Dd Dd

n ( , )q x w   into Equation (6), we obtain optimal 

decisions Dd*x   and Dd*w  . Equation (6) is concave under various types of supply chains when 

 
2

c / 4bpk b . 

Third, substituting Dd*x   and Dd*w   into the response functions, we obtain optimal decisions 

Dd*

iq  and Dd*

nq . ca a bp    and c/a bp     can guarantee positive optimal solutions. 

Finally, following the same approach as in the centralized supply chain described above, type 

selection can be conducted. The difference is that we must compare supplier profits, not supply chain 

profits, to clarify the boundaries of each type: 
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The equilibrium solution is unique because we guarantee that the profit function is concave at each 

step by rendering the Hessian matrix negative. The conditions met are  
2

c / 4bpk b . Due to 
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In summary, the conditions required for Proposition 1 are: 2 2
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Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 

Through the above backward induction, we can find the optimal solutions in the no-policy scenario. 
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Comparing them with the result of Proposition 1, we obtain Theorems 1 and 2. Among them, the 

expressions of some parameters in Theorem 1 are as follows:  
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 ; 

(2) 
   2 32

cc c

2

c

c

H

c

qi

4 62

2 (2 )(2 )

a b kp bkk bp p

k p b bk k p

    

 




   

 



  , 

cd

qiH

2

2

2 4

4

abp a bk

bk

 


 



  



  , 

 c

qiE

2 2

c

3

2 2

4 2

a bp bk

bk

  

 
  

 


  and 

 d

qiE

2 2

c

3

2 4

8 2

a bp bk

bk

  

 
  

 


; 
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(3) 
     2 2 2

c c c

2

c

c

qnH

2 2 2

2

bk a bp b p bp

bk bp


       

 


 

     

 
  and 

     2 2 2

c c c

2

c

d

qnH

4 2

4

bk a bp b p bp

bk bp


       

 


 

     

 
. 

Proof of Theorem 3 

Let 1  , and the optimal solutions before the addition of the new regulation can be obtained by 

the method in the proof of Proposition 1, as described below. 

(1) In a centralized supply chain, 
 Dc* Dc*

L L

c

2
( 1

2
)

a bp
x x

bk


 




 


 , 

 Dc* Dc*

iL iL

c

2
( 1

2
)

bk a bp

bk
q q







 


 , Dc* Dc*

nL nL( 1)q q    , Dc* Dc*

E E( 1)x x    , 

Dc* D

iE c

c*

iE(( 2) ) /1 a bpq q      , Dc* Dc*

nE nE( 1)q q    , Dc* Dc*

H H( 1)x x    , Dc* Dc*

iH iH( 1)q q    , 

Dc* Dc*

nH nH( 1)q q    , 
 c c

EL EL
c

2
( 1)

2

a bp

bk


 
 






      and 

    c c
HE H HE

c c c

2
c

( 1)
2

2

a bp bp bp

bk bp


   

  

 

   
 

 
    . The profit functions are concave 

under various types of supply chains when 2 2

c c / 2bb pk p    . 

(2) In a decentralized supply chain, 
 Dd* Dd*

L L

c

2
( 1

4
)

a bp
x x

bk


 




 


 , 

 Dd* Dd*

iL iL

c

2
( 1

4
)

bk a bp

bk
q q







 


 , Dd* Dd*

nL nL( 1)q q    , Dd* Dd*

E E( 1)x x    , 

Dd* D

iE c

d*

iE(( 4) ) /1 a bpq q      , Dd* Dd*

nE nE( 1)q q    , Dd* Dd*

H H( 1)x x    , Dd* Dd*

iH iH( 1)q q    , 

Dd* Dd*

nH nH( 1)q q    , 
 d d

EL EL
c

2
( 1)

4

a bp

bk


 
 






      and 

  d d
HE H

c c

2 E

c

( 1)
4

bp a bp

bk bp
  

 

 








 


. The profit functions are concave under various types of 

supply chains when  
2

c / 4bpk b . 

Comparing them with the result of Proposition 1, we obtain Theorem 3. 

Proof of Proposition 2 
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Cost sharing contract: 

Backward induction: The profit function is shown in Equations (8) and (9). Under different types, 

we adopt backward induction to solve the optimal decisions in each type of supply chain. 

First, the response functions CS* CS CS

i ( , , )q x w    and CS* CS CS

n ( , , )q x w    can be found through 

solving FOCs in Equation (9), which is always concave under various types of supply chains. 

Second, substituting CS* CS CS

i ( , , )q x w    and CS* CS CS

n ( , , )q x w    into Equation (8), we obtain the 

response functions CS*( )x   and CS*( )w  . Equation (8) is concave under various types of supply 

chains when 2
L/ 4 (1 )k b   ,  c H

2
/ 4 (1 )k bbp     and 1  . 

Third, substituting CS*( )x    and CS*( )w    into CS* CS CS

i ( , , )q x w    and CS* CS CS

n ( , , )q x w   , we 

obtain CS*

i ( )q    and CS*

n ( )q   . ca a bp    , c/a bp      and 0 1    can guarantee 

positive optimal solutions. 

Fourth, the supplier must make a type selection under the given  . Following the same approach 

as described in the proof of Proposition 1, we obtain 
 

  
c

2

CS

EL ( )
2

2 4 1

a bp

bk














 
  , 

CS CS* CS*

HE sE sH( ) Min[Solve[ ( )== ( ), ]]         and CS CS

EL HE( ) ( )     . It can be proved that CS

EL ( )   

and CS

HE( )   decreases as   increases. 

Then, the automaker must decide on   under different  , and it is necessary to ensure that the 

profit of the supplier under the cost sharing contract is greater than the profit when the coordination 

contract is not implemented. Since the constraint is loose, we must only compare the profit of the 

supplier afterward (see Theorem 4). The constraints on   are as follows. 

(1) In an L-type supply chain, CS

EL ( )   , and 2*

L0 / 8 1bk    can be easily obtained by 

FOCs. Equation (9) is concave when 23 / 8k b . Substituting *

L  into the constraint, we obtain
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CS CS *

E EL 2L L
cSolve[ ( ( ))

(2
,

)

8 3
]

a bp

bk
      

 


   


 


. It can be proved that CS d

EL EL  . 

(2) In an H-type supply chain, CS

HE( )   , and *

H H0 ( ) 1      can be easily obtained by 

FOCs and 
c/a bp     . We can get 

    

       

3 3 2 3 2 3

c c c c c

H

c c c

(
16

8 3 3 2
)

a b p bp b p k p bp A

bk a bp bp bp

    
 



      

      

     
  , where 

        4 4 2 2 2 3 2

c c c c4 5 4 3 16 8 7b pA b p b p k p                         . 

Equation (9) is concave when 2 2 2

c c ) /(7 6 3 8k b p b bp     . Substituting *

H  into the constraint, 

we obtain CS CS *

HE HE HSolve[ ( ( )) , ]         . In addition, c/a bp     must be satisfied. 

Since CS

HE( )    decreases as    increases, it can be proved that CS * CS d

HE H HE HE( ( )) ( 0)         ; 

thus, CS d

HE HE  . 

(3) In an E-type supply chain, CS CS

HE EL( ) ( )       . Since CS d

EL EL    and CS d

HE HE   , we 

consider the range of CS CS

HE EL     . If CS d

HE HE     , the equality constraint CS

HE( )     is 

satisfied, and * CS

E E HE0 ( ) Solve[ ( ) , ] 1             can be easily obtained. Among them 

       2 2 2

c

E

2

c c c c

2
(

8 4 4 2 3

3
)

2

a bp bk bp bp a bp b p B

bk

    


 




     


   
 , where 

   c c c c c c4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4bp bp bp bp aB bp a bp              . If d CS

HE EL     , the 

inequality constraint CS CS

HE EL( ) ( )       is satisfied, and Equation (9) decreases as   increases; 

thus, *

E 0  . 

Finally, substituting *   into the above response functions, we obtain CS*x  , CS*w  , CS*

iq   and 

CS*

nq . The above conditions for ensuring that the equilibrium solution is unique and existing can be 

reduced to 2 2 2

c c( )(3 4 ) / 8k bp b p b    . The conditions to ensure that the optimal solution is 

positive are ca a bp    and c/a bp    . 

Revenue sharing contract 
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The same method above can be used to obtain *  , as well as cRS d

EL EL2

(2 )

8 4

a bp

bk

 









   ,

RS RS * d

HE HE H HESolve[ ( ( ))== , ]         , 2*

L 2/ bk   , 
E E( ) 2 ( )      and 

            
         

c c c c c c

c c c c

H

c

( )
5

2

bp a bp k p k p bp p k C

bk a k p bp bp p bp k

 
 

       

     

         

      
  , where 

         2 3

c c c c c5 4 2bp bp b p bp k pC                    . The condition for 

ensuring that the equilibrium solution is unique and existing is 

2 2

c c

2

c c( )( ) 4 ) /( 4bp bp bp b p bk         . Let * 1   , and we obtain 

RS *

HMax{ ,Solve[ ( ) 1, ]}        . 

Combining the above two contracts, we can get the condition that the optimal solution exists and 

is positive, namely ca a bp     and  

2 2 2 2

c c

2 2

2 c c c c(3 4=Max{ ( ) ) / 8 ( )( 4 ) / 4( }, )bp b p bp bp bp b p bk k b          . 

Proof of Theorems 4, 5, 6 and 7 

On the basis of Proposition 2, the optimal solutions and profits can be found. 

(1) Under the cost sharing contract, if CS

EL   , then 
 

  *

CS* c

2
L

2

2 4 1

a b
x

p

bk

 

 



 
  , 

  

  

*
L c

*

CS*
i 2

L

1 2

2 4 1

bk a bp

bk
q

 

 

 

 
   and  c

CS*
n / 2a bpq   ; if CS d

EL HE     , then CS*x    , 

c
CS*
i (2 2 ) / 8a bpq      and  c

CS*
n / 2a bpq   ; if d CS

HE HE       , then 

    

   

c c

2*
E2 c

CS*

4 1

bp a b

b
x

p

bk p

  

 

  

  
  , 

    

   

*
E2 c

2*
E2 c

CS*
i

1

4 1

bk a
q

bp

bk bp

  

 

  

  
   and 

    

   

c cc
2*

CS
n

E2

*

c
2 4 1

bp a bpa bp

b bp
q

k

  
 

 

      
 



 


 ; if CS

HE     , then 

    

   

c c

c

*

2*
H

CS

4 1

bp a b

p
x

p

bk b

  

 

  

  
  , 

    

   

*
H c

2*

CS*
i

H c

1

4 1

bk a p
q

b

bk bp

  

 

  

  
   and 
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c cc
2*

C
n

H c

S*

2 4 1

bp a bpa bp

bk bp
q

  
 

 

      
 



 


. 

(2) Under the revenue sharing contract, if RS

EL   , then 
 

  *

RS* c

2
L

2

2 2 2

a b
x

p

bk

 

 



 
  , 

 

  
c

*
L

S*

2

R
i

2

2 2 2

bk a b
q

p

bk



 



 
   and  c

RS*
n / 2a bpq   ; if RS d

EL HE     , then RS*x    , 

 
c

*
E1

RS*
i

2 2

4 2
q

a bp 



 


   and  c

RS*
n / 2a bpq   ; if d RS RS

HE HE       , then 

    

   

c c

2*
E2 c

RS*

2 2

bp a b

b
x

p

bk p

  

 

  

  
  , 

  

   

c

2

RS*
i *

E2 c2 2

bk a bp

bk
q

bp

 

 

 

  
   and 

    

   

c cc
2*

E2 c

RS*
n +

2 2 2

bp a bpa bp

bp
q

bk

  
 

 

     
   
 

  ; if RS RS

HE     , then 

    

   

c c

c

*

2*
H

RS

2 2

bp a b

p
x

p

bk b

  

 

  

  
  , 

  

   

c

2

RS*
i *

H c2 2

bk a bp
q

bk bp

 

 

 

  
   and 

    

   

c cc
2*

RS
n

H c

* +
2 2 2

bp a bpa bp

b bp
q

k

  
 

 

     
   
 

 . 

By substituting the above optimal solutions into Equations (8)-(11), the corresponding profits can 

be obtained. Through simple comparisons, we obtain Theorems 4, 6 and 7. In addition, 

RS RS CS CS d

EL T EL T EL          can be easily proved, where 

 CS CS* * D
2

cd*

T m L 2mE=Solve[ ( )== ,
2 8

1
2

]
8 3

a bp bk

bk

 

 
     

  
 

 
 

  and 

 RS RS* * Dd*

T m L

c

2mE=Solve[ ( )== ,
2 2

1
2 2

]
a bp bk

bk
    



 

 



 


. 

In Theorem 5, when CS CS

T EL     ( RS RS

T EL    ), CS* Dd*

sc sc   ( RS* Dd*

sc sc  ) can be easily 

proved. Therefore, Dd* CS* CS CS* Dd*

m m s sT        ( Dd* RS* RS RS* Dd*

m m s sT       ). 

In Theorem 7, for the H-type supply chain, we obtain CS* RS*

mH mH    when 

CS* RS*

mH mHMax[Solve[ , ]]      , but RS* CS*

sH sH    when CS* RS*

sH sHMax[Solve[ , ]]      . In the 
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comparison of optimal decisions, CS* RS*

H Hx x  when CS* RS*

H HSolve[ , ]x x   , CS* RS*

iH iHq q  when 

CS* RS*

iH iHSolve[ , ]q q    , and CS* RS*

nH nHq q   when CS* RS*

nH nHSolve[ , ]q q    . It is worth noting 

that, during the numerical simulation, we found that all of the above conditions regarding   are 

always satisfied in the feasible region, indicating that CS* RS*

mH mH   , RS* CS*

sH sH   , CS* RS*

H Hx x  , 

CS* RS*

iH iHq q  and CS* RS*

nH nHq q  are always true in simulation experiments. 




